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Abstract 
The structural and thermal properties of yttrium-aluminum-gadolinium-gallium (Y2.97Gd0.03Al2Ga3O12) 
single crystals doped with terbium (0.1%), cerium (0.01%) and co-doped with both terbium and 
cerium ((0.1, 0.01)%) were investigated. All samples were heated (calcined) at 1400˚C for 15 
hours before crystallization. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns of all calcined samples 
showed the presence of yttrium gallium aluminate (Y3Al2Ga3O12) and gadolinium gallium oxide 
(Gd3GaO6) while the grown crystals were single phase of Y3Al2Ga3O12. The lattice parameter of the 
crystals decreased with Ce doping. The thermal conductivity of each sample was determined from 
25˚C to 300˚C and found to decrease exponentially with increasing temperature. All doped crystals 
have different thermal conductivity, which is attributed to the crucial influence of crystals struc-
tures. 0.01% Ce:YAGG was found to be a strong candidate for scintillators and other lasing mate-
rials because of its good thermal behavior (10.71 W/m∙K). 
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1. Introduction 
Garnet-based single crystals are widely used in several applications such as solid state lighting, scintillators and 
fluorescent displays because of their high thermal conductivity and excellent physical and chemical properties 
[1]-[3]. The stoichiometric formula for garnet structures is {A3} [B2] (C3) O12, where { }, [ ] and ( ) represent the 
dodecahedral, octahedral and tetrahedral sites in the lattice. All of these atomic positions are fixed by symmetry. 
Garnets possess cubic structures but there are some experimental results suggesting that garnet structures deviate 
from cubic symmetry [4]. Some important properties of garnets include hardness, lasing, magnetic magne-
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to-optical behavior, radiation detection and thermal conductivity [5]-[7]. Among these, thermal properties are 
one of most important concerns when designing a crystal. Up to now YAG and GGG series of crystals have re-
ceived great attention due to their large size and reasonable thermal behavior. For example, Nd:YAG, Yb:YAG, 
Nd:GGG, and Yb:GGG crystals have been obtained by the Czochralski method [8] [9]. It has been previously 
reported that thermal conductivity (κ) observed for undoped YAG is 10.3 and for undoped GGG it is 8 W/m∙K at 
300 K [10] and the value of κ decreases depending upon the nature and quantity of dopants [9] [11]. Finally, 
owing to such wide and diverse application of garnet-based structures, the demand for new garnet crystals will 
continue to exist. 

Rare earth materials have been widely used due to their unique characteristics such as high refractive index, 
thermal stability, fluorescence, catalytic etc. Cerium is one of the most significant rare-earth materials which ex-
hibits high catalytic behavior and is used in several applications such as light emission treatment where it has 
shown great potential [1] [12]. Cerium oxide is known to form stable solid solution with other rare-earth oxides 
[13]. On the other hand, terbium has high density (8.26 g/cm3) compared to cerium (6.77 g/cm3), exhibits good 
luminescence property and can form fluorescent complexes with a wider variety of materials [14]. Such proper-
ties make the cerium and terbium highly demanded for future materials. 

In this work, we have synthesized single crystals of YAGG doped with Ce and Tb to determine how doping 
affects the lattice parameters and thermal properties in the range of 25˚C to 300˚C. We have determined the lat-
tice parameters, thermal diffusivity and specific heat; and thermal conductivity is a function of different temper-
atures and doping. 

2. Experimental Details 
Ceramic powders Y2O3, Al2O3, Ga2O3, and Gd2O3 possessed 4N-5N purity were purchased from commercial 
vendors. Cerium Carbonate Hydrate (Ce2(CO3)3∙XH2O) and Terbium Carbonate Hydrate (Tb2(CO3)3∙XH2O) were 
chosen as dopants. 

Doped Y2.97Gd0.03Al2Ga3O12 charges were prepared with the stoichiometry of pure garnet phase. 
The cerium and terbium concentrations were kept at 0.01 and 0.1 atomic percentage, respectively, while pre-

paring the charges. Three samples were prepared: 0.01% Ce doped YAGG; 0.1% Tb doped YAGG; and co- 
doped (0.01, 0.1)% Ce, Tb:YAGG. All materials were individually weighed and mixed in a Glass-Col® mixer for 
2 hours. The mixture was then isostatically pressed to ~20 kpsi to form a pellet of ~86 mm in diameter and 56 
mm in length. The resulting pellet was sintered (calcined) in an alumina crucible at 1400˚C for 15 hours in air.  

The calcined charge was then loaded into a cylindrical iridium crucible for crystal growth. The height of cruc- 
ible was adjusted with respect to the RF coil in order to obtain maximum temperatures. Vertical gradient freeze 
(VGF) technique in a RF Induction furnace was used for crystal growth. Zirconia insulation was placed between 
the RF coil and iridium crucible to create a suitable thermal gradient. The power of the furnace was controlled 
by Eurotherm® controller with a feedback control. All temperatures and furnace power were controlled and 
measured using fieldpoint modules though the Labview® program. The chamber was evacuated up to 10−3 Torr 
using a conventional mechanical pump and flushed several times with argon. During crystal growth, argon pres- 
sure of 2 - 3 psi was maintained to reduce contamination. After the charge melted at 1900˚C, it was cooled to 
room temperature. The cooling rates varied from 3 - 10˚C/hour from the start of the crystallization until the 
temperature reached around 1550˚C when the melt become solid. Then ingot was cooled to room temperature at 
100 - 120˚C/hour. 

X-ray diffraction was employed to identify the phases of calcined charge and crystal parameters. The doped 
YAGG crystals were characterized by X-ray powder analysis with a Siemens D-500® powder diffractometer 
equipped a conventional X-ray tube using CuKα radiations with a power condition of 36 kV, 30 mA and step of 
0.02˚. The samples for thermal diffusivity measurements were cut from the doped YAGG crystals with the di-
mensions of 10 mm × 10 mm × 2 mm. The thermal diffusivity and specific heat capacity (Cp) measurements 
were carried out by the flash method (LFA 447 nanoflash, NETZSCH®) and differential scanning calorimetry 
(PC 409, STA NETZSCH®). The densities of the crystals were measured using the Archimedes method. 

3. Results and Discussion 
X-ray diffraction patterns of 0.01% Ce:YAGG calcined and crystal are shown in Figure 1. The calcined 0.01%  
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Figure 1. XRD pattern of 0.01% Ce doped YAGG, calcined at 
1400˚C and crystal.                                      

 
Ce:YAGG showed the presence of Gd3GaO6 and Y3Al3Ga3O12. The presence of Gd3GaO6 was 3.5 by volume 
phase percentage as compared to Y3Al3Ga3O12. However, crystal diffraction pattern showed the single phase of 
cubic garnet Y3Al2Ga3O12. This indicates either Gd3GaO6 evaporated and was present in less quantity or formed 
solid solution during crystallization process. All samples showed the same behavior except a shift on the 2θ 
scale which indicated a change in lattice parameters. This shift in 2θ was measured by the Si Standard Reference 
Material 640b provided by National Institute of Standards and Technology. The diffraction patterns were easily 
indentified and corresponded to the standard PDF’s [15] [16] using CrystalMakerTM® software. The lattice pa-
rameters of the PDF’s were decreased by 0.1% for the comparison in Figure 1 so that full width at half maxi-
mum intensity of major peaks matched well corresponding to the experimental values.  

The lattice parameters of YAGG crystals as a function of cerium and terbium doping concentrations are 
shown in Figure 2. The lattice parameter increases with Tb doping. We suggest the presence of dopants form 
homogenous disorders due to defect, vacancies and/or stacking faults in the garnet structure which can cause the 
change in lattice parameters. 

The variations in thermal diffusivity with the temperature of doped YAGG single crystals are shown in Figure 
3. The thermal diffusivity decreases as temperature increases and its reduction is slower at higher temperatures. 
The thermal diffusivity of 0.1% Tb doped YAGG crystal at 25˚C was 2.696 × 10−6 m2/s and it reduced to as 
much as 51% to 1.36 × 10−6 m2/s at 300˚C. Figure 3 also demonstrates the small effect of cerium and terbium 
doping on thermal diffusivity. The values of thermal diffusivity at 25˚C for co-doped (0.01, 0.1)% Ce, Tb:YAGG 
and 0.01% Ce:YAGG single crystals were 2.714 × 10−6 and 2.77 × 10−6 ± 0.005 × 10−6 m2/s, respectively. The 
thermal diffusivity increases by increasing cerium concentration and there is slight change of thermal diffusivity 
between Tb:YAGG and Ce, Tb:YAGG single crystals but a prominent change is observed in Ce:YAGG single 
crystals. 

Figure 4 demonstrates the dependence of specific heat of doped YAGG crystals on the temperature. From the 
figure, it is clear that specific heat increases with temperature for all doped samples. Cerium and terbium doping 
concentration lead to the change in specific heat within the experiment temperature. The specific heat of 0.1% 
Tb:YAGG crystal shows lowest specific heat and approximately 76% change in specific heat is observed in the 
temperature range of 25˚C to 300˚C. The results show the cerium doping concentration has significant influence 
on the specific heat of YAGG single crystal. 

The thermal conductivity (K) was calculated as: 

pK Cρα=  

where is the density ρ, α is the thermal diffusivity and Cp is the specific capacity.  
The densities of 0.1% Tb:YAGG, 0.01% Ce:YAGG and (0.1, 0.01)% Tb, Ce:YAGG were 5.25, 5.24 and 5.25 

± 0.01 gm/cm3, respectively. The thermal conductivity of doped YAGG single crystals at different temperatures 
calculated using Equation (1) is shown in Figure 5. We can see the affect of doping concentration of cerium and  
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Figure 2. Lattice parameters (Å ) of YAGG crystals as func-
tion of Tb and Ce doping.                                                      

 

 
Figure 3. Thermal diffusivity of YAGG single crystal as a 
function of temperature for doping concentrations.             

 

 
Figure 4. Specific heat of YAGG single crystals as function of 
temperatures for doping concentrations.                             

 
terbium on thermal conductivity. The thermal conductivity of the YAGG single crystal decreases with the in-
crease of temperature. The thermal conductivity of 0.01% Ce:YAGG crystal observed is 10.71 W/m∙K which is 
higher than YAG (10.3 W/m∙K) and GGG (8 W/m∙K). The value of thermal conductivity decreases as much 16% 
when 0.1% Tb is added. The thermal conductivity of 0.1% Tb:YAGG crystal is 20% lower than 0.01% Ce:YAGG 
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Figure 5. Thermal conductivity of YAGG single crystal results. 
Tb:YAGG, Ce:YAGG, Tb, Ce:YAGG.                         

 
crystal. Hence, thermal conductivity of YAGG single crystals depends upon cerium and terbium doping concen-
trations and increase in temperature.  

Since the crystals studied are nonmetallic and carry no free electrons, the heat is transported predominantly by 
phonons and photons. The theoretical expression for thermal conductivity is  

1
3

k cν λν=                                       (2) 

where cν  is the constant volume specific heat, λ  is the phonon mean free path, and ν  is the average sound 
velocity. The cν  of material remains constant until Debye temperature but phonon mean free path and sound 
velocity are temperature dependent. Phonon mean free path dependence on temperature is approximately 

( )D bT
De Tλ Θ∝ Θ                                   (3) 

( )1
DT

T
λ ∝ Θ                                     (4) 

where DΘ  is Debye temperature, “b” is constant between 2 and 3, and T is absolute temperature. The Debye 
temperatures of the crystals studied are unknown. Our experimental results satisfy the exponential form of Equ-
ation (3); hence, heat transportation in our case is predominately due to phonons mean free path below Debye 
temperature. When temperature increases phonon mean free path decreases which reduces the thermal conduc-
tivity as shown in Figure 5. 

As previously mentioned, the thermal conductivity of YAGG single crystals reduced after doping with Tb3+ 
and increased with Ce3+ doping. In garnet structure, a larger ion located at dodecahedral sites such as yttrium in 
Y3Al3Ga3O12 is a medium size ion at octahedral sites and a relatively small ion at tetrahedral sites. The atomic 
weight of Tb3+, Ce3+, and Y3+ are 158.925, 140.25, and 88.905, respectively, and the ionic radius of Tb3+, Ce3+, 
and Y3+ are 0.0923, 0.1034, and 0.0900 nm, respectively. The atomic weight and ionic radius of Tb and Ce are 
larger than Y. Thus, Tb and Ce are expected to contribute with Y on dodecahedral sites. As can be expected, the 
much heavier ions are less mobile since Cerium has a larger ionic radius and a less soluble in garnet structure 
[17]. Hence, the dopants introduce defects and/or oxide stoichiometry in the structure of YAGG single crystals 
strain which cause a change in lattice parameter as reported in Figure 2 and ultimately affect the other parame-
ters such as thermal conductivity as observed in Figure 5.  

4. Conclusion 
The lattice parameters and thermal conductivity YAGG single crystals with cerium and terbium concentration 
were studied. All samples possessed single phase of Y3Al2Ga3O12. Thermal diffusivity, specific heat and conduc-
tivity were measured from 25˚C to 300˚C. The experimental results indicated that thermal conductivity follows 
an exponential change. The curve of conductivity declined when adding terbium concentration resulted in a lat-
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tice strained. A small change in lattice parameters and thermal conductivity was observed when Ce and Tb were 
added to YAGG but large change was noticed when only Ce was added to YAGG single crystal. The thermal 
conductivity curves based on temperatures are mainly due to phonons mean free path and lattice distortion.  
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